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QM/MM Methods: Foundations (1)
How to simulate a very large ”reactive” molecular system?
Quantum Mechanics
â Description of the electrons and nuclei behavior
â Allows the breaking and forming of covalent bonds
â CPU time intensive −→ limited to small systems
Molecular Mechanics
â Atoms = interacting point charges
â Bad description of chemical reaction
â Fast computations −→ suitable for large systems

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (2)

General Idea
â Partionning of the total system
â Active part = small number of atoms
Description by Quantum Mechanics (QM) + the quantum part
â Rest of the system
Description by Molecular Mechanics (MM) + the classical part
â The MM part acts as a perbutation to the QM part
â The coupling is called a QM/MM method

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (3)
Seminal papers
â Warshel, A.; Karplus, M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 1972, 94(16),
5612–5625
â Warshel, A.; Levitt, M. J. Mol. Biol. 1976, 103, 227–249
â Singh, U. C.; Kollman, P. A. J. Comput. Chem. 1986, 7, 718–730
â Field, M.; Bash, P.; Karplus, M. J. Comput. Chem. 1990, 11,
700–733
Selected reviews
â Åqvist, J.; Warshel, A. Chem. Rev. 1993, 93, 2523–2544
â Monard, G.; Jr., K. M. Acc. Chem. Res. 1999, 32(10), 904–911
â Monard, G.; Prat-Resina, X.; González-Lafont, A.; Lluch, J. Int. J.
Quant. Chem. 2003, 93(3), 229–244
â Lin, H.; Truhlar, D. G. Theor. Chem. Acc. 2007, 117, 185–199

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (4)
QM/MM Hamiltonians
H = HQM + HMM + HQM/MM
HQM/MM describes the interactions between the quantum part and the
classical part
The QM hamiltonian
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QM/MM Methods: Foundations (5)
The MM hamiltonian
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QM/MM Methods: Foundations (6)
re-writing of the equations into electrostatic and non-electrostatic
interactions
H = Helec + Hnon-elec
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QM/MM Methods: Foundations (7)
QM/MM Implementations
nuclei
can be computed using a standard quantum
â Helec , and VQM+QM/MM
mechanics code.

â The term describing the electrons-classical charge interaction is
incorporated into the core Hamiltonian of the quantum subsystem
(electrostatic embedded scheme).
van der Waals
â HMM , and VQM/MM
are computed using standard molecular
mechanics code and are relatively easy to implement.

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (8)
Calibrating QM/MM interactions
â The calibration of the QM/MM interactions is the main problem
facing QM/MM methods
â The QM/MM interaction should reproduce quantitatively the
interaction between the classical and the quantum parts as if the
system was computed fully quantum mechanically
â The quantitative reproduction of the QM/MM interactions depends
on three points
1. The choice of QC or more in general the choice of the MM force field
van der Waals
2. The choice of the van der Waals parameters to describe VQM/MM

3. The way the classic charges polarize the quantum subsystem

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (9)
The choice of QC
â QC must be chosen to reproduce the electrostatic field due to the
MM part onto the QM part
â It is a good approximation to take the charge definition from an
empirical force field and incorporate those charges into Helec
â Because MM charges are designed to properly reproduce
electrostatic potentials
â However MM charges can differ greatly between force fields
â No systematic studies so far

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (10)
The choice of the van der Waals components
â Specific sets of van der Waals parameters and potential energy
should be redefined to properly reproduce non-electrostatic QM/MM
interactions
+ / all these parameters are MM (QC ), QM and basis sets dependent

Selected papers

â small solute in water
Freindorf, M.; Gao, J. J. Comput. Chem. 1996, 17, 386–395
Riccardi, D.; Li, G.; Cui, Q. J. Phys. Chem. B 2004, 108, 6467–6478
â protein, nucleic acids
Freindorf, M.; Shao, Y.; Furlani, T. R.; Kong, J. J. Comput. Chem. 2005,
26, 1270–1278
Pentikäinen, U.; Shaw, K. E.; Senthilkumar, K.; Woods, C. J.;
Mulholland, A. J. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2009, 5, 396–410
â beyond Lennard-Jones
Giese, T. J.; York, D. M. J. Chem. Phys. 2007, 127, 194101

QM/MM Methods: Foundations (11)
Classical charge polarization
â ab initio: similar to electron-nuclei interaction
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QM/MM Methods: Foundations (12)
Classical charge polarization: the special case for semiempirical methods
ab initio
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many ways. . .

â Field, M.; Bash, P.; Karplus, M. J. Comput. Chem. 1990, 11, 700–733
â Luque, F. J.; Reuter, N.; Cartier, A.; Ruiz-López, M. F. J. Phys. Chem. A 2000,
104, 10923–10931
â Wang, Q.; Bryce, R. A. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2009, 5, 2206–2211

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (1)
Quantum Part

Classical Part

C

C

â Link Atoms
â Connection Atoms
â Local Self Consistent Field
â Generalized Hybrid Orbitals

Incomplete valency

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (2)
Link atom method 1
â A monovalent atom is added along the X—Y bond
= the link atom
â Usually the link atom is an hydrogen, but some implementations use
a halogen-like fluorine or chlorine
â Interaction with the MM part ?
It should interact with the MM part, except for the few closest
atoms 2
â The link atom can be free or constrained along the X—Y bond
â Easiest implementation
â Give accurate answers as long as it is placed sufficiently far away
from the reactive atoms (3-4 covalent bonds)
1 Field,

M.; Bash, P.; Karplus, M. J. Comput. Chem. 1990, 11, 700–733
N.; Dejaegere, A.; Maigret, B.; Karplus, M. J. Phys. Chem. A 2000, 104,
1720–1735
2 Reuter,

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (3)
Connection atoms3

4

â A monovalent pseudo-atom is added at the Y position
= the connection atom
â Its behavior mimics the behavior of a methyl group
â semiempirical: Antes and Thiel, 1999
â DFT (pseudo-potential): Zhang, Lee and Yang, 1999
â Pro: no supplementary atom
(MM: Y atom; QM: connection atom)
â Con: Need to reparametrize each covalent bond type
(C-C, C-N, etc)

3 Antes,

I.; Thiel, W. J. Phys. Chem. A 1999, 103(46), 9290–9295
Y.; Lee, T. S.; Yang, W. J. Chem. Phys. 1999, 110, 46
Zhang, Y. Theor. Chem. Acc. 2006, 116, 43–50

4 Zhang,

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (4)
Local Self Consistent Field 5 6

7

â the two electrons of the frontier bond are described by a strictly
localized bond orbital (SLBO)
â its electronic properties are considered as constant during the
chemical reaction
â Using model systems and the MM transferability assumption of
bond properties, it is possible to determine the representation of the
SLBO in the atomic orbital basis set of the quantum part
â By freezing this representation, the other QM molecular orbitals,
orthogonal to the SLBOs, are generated using a local self consistent
procedure
5 Thery, V.; Rinaldi, D.; Rivail, J.-L.; Maigret, B.; Ferenczy, G. J. Comput. Chem.
1994, 15, 269–282
6 Assfeld, X.; Rivail, J.-L. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1996, 263(1–2), 100 – 106
7 Monard, G.; Loos, M.; Théry, V.; Baka, K.; Rivail, J.-L. Int. J. Quant. Chem.
1996, 58(2), 153–159

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (5)
Local Self Consistent Field
To simplify:
1. The MOs describing the frontier bonds are known
(transferable SLBO extracted from a model system)
⇓
2. The other MOs describing the rest of the quantum fragment are
built orthogonally to the frozen orbitals with a local SCF procedure.
â LSCF is available at the semiempirical and ab initio levels
â Pro: no supplementary atom, proper chemical description of the
X—Y bond
â Con: difficult to implement, especially in ab initio

QM/MM Methods: Cutting Covalent Bonds (6)
Generalized Hybrid Orbitals 8
â Extension of the LSCF method
â the classical frontier atom is
described by a set of orbitals
divided into two sets of auxiliary
and active orbitals
â The latter set is included in the
SCF calculation, while the former
generates an effective core
potential for the frontier atom
â Available at the semiempirical, SCC-DFTB

9

and ab initio

10

levels

â Pros and Cons similar to LSCF
8 Gao, J.; Amara, P.; Alhambra, C.; Field, M. J. J. Phys. Chem. A 1998, 102,
4714–4721
9 Pu, J.; Gao, J.; Truhlar, D. G. J. Phys. Chem. A 2004, 108, 5454–5463
10 Pu, J.; Gao, J.; Truhlar, D. G. J. Phys. Chem. A 2004, 108, 632–650

QM/MM Methods: the case of ONIOM (1)
Some peculiar QM/MM methods: ONIOM-like methods
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QM/MM Methods: the case of ONIOM (2)
Different Approaches
â IMOMM11 : QM/MM with no MM charge inclusion into the QM
core hamiltonian (no QM polarization in the original version)
â IMOMO12 : QM/QM (low level QM polarization)
â ONIOM13 : N-layered scheme
Low
Medium
Low
Etotal = E1+2+3
+ E1+2
− E1+2
+ E1High − E1Medium

+ Note to Gaussian Users: please use the ’EmbedCharge’ keyword ,
Cutting covalent bonds
â Link atom scheme
11 Maseras,

F.; Morokuma, K. J. Comput. Chem. 1995, 16, 1170–1179
S.; Sieber, S.; Morokuma, K. J. Chem. Phys. 1996, 105, 1959
13 Svensson, M.; Humbel, S.; Froese, R. D. J.; Matsubara, T.; Sieber, S.;
Morokuma, K. J. Phys. Chem. 1996, 100, 19357–19363
12 Humbel,

Availability of QM/MM methods
Commercial and academic software (non exhaustive list)
On the MM side:
On the QM side:
â AMBER

â ADF

â BOSS

â CP2K

â CHARMM

â CPMD

â GROMACS

â Gaussian09 + ONIOM
implementation
â NWCHEM

Other software (non exhaustive list)
â ChemShell: a layer on top of other QM and MM software
(Daresbury, UK + P. Sherwood)
â Tinker-Gaussian (Nancy, France + X. Assfeld & M. F. Ruiz-López)
â Tinker-Molcas (Marseille, France + N. Ferré)

QM/MM Applications: selected examples
â QM/MM simulations of small solutes in solution: some illustrative
examples
3 IR and VCD spectra of alanine dipeptide in water
3 Are current semiempirical methods better than force fields?
3 Coordination and ligand exchange dynamics of solvated metal ions
3 ONIOM-XS and Adaptative QM/MM simulations

â Reactive trajectories in QM/MM molecular dynamics
3 ethylene bromination in liquid water
3 formamide hydrolysis in liquid water

â Where’s my proton?
+ glycine from water to CCl4 , and back
+ pKa prediction
+ the acylation step in class A β -lactamases

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106

â Purpose: test full MM and QM/MM simulations with different QM
and MM methods
â System: alanine dipeptide (Ace-Ala-Nme) in water
+ backbone structure is fully determined by the two dihedral angles φ
and ψ (Ramachandran plot)
â How: molecular dynamics + trajectory analysis
+ IR adsorption spectra + Vibrational circular dichroism (VCD)

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
â Multiple conformations
for alanine dipeptide has
been suggested in water:
3 polyproline II (PII )
3 β -sheet
3 right-handed α-helix

(αR )

or in gas phase:
3 C5 or C7 : structures

having an internal
hydrogen bond

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
Methodology
â 1 alanine dipeptide + 1461 water molecules in a cubic box
â Ten different simulations:
alanine dipeptide water
alanine dipeptide water
AM1
TIP3P AMBER ff03
TIP3P
PM3
TIP3P AMBER ff03
TIP4P
AMBER ff02
POL3
AMBER ff03
TIP5P
AMBER ff02
TIP3P AMBER ff02EP
POL3
AMBER ff02
TIP4P
CHARMM CHEQ
semi-empirical; polarizable and non-polarizable force field

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
Radial Distribution Functions (RDF)

[. . . ] the difference between the classical MD results and QM/MM MD results
is not very conspicuous
[. . . ] it is concluded that the solvation structure around the alanine dipeptide
varies greatly depending on the force field and simulation methods used to
describe the dipeptide molecule as well as the water model employed in the
simulation.

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106

[. . . ] Except for the cases of AM1/MM and POL/TIP3P, the resultant
histograms obtained from the PM3/MM and the other nonpolarizable and
polarizable classical MD simulations are similar to each other: the most
populated conformation corresponds to the extended structure (upper left
region in the Ramachandran plot) rather than the helical conformation (lower
left). Furthermore, the results fo QM/MM MD are drastically different between
the AM1 and PM3 methods.

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
Distribution of electric dipole
â the distributions have 2 or 3
peaks, representing different
dipeptide conformations
â µ(αR ) ∼ 8 D; µ(PII ) ∼ 3 D;
µ(β ) ∼ 5 D
. . . it is concluded that the dipole
moment alone cannot explain
the preference of the dihedral
angle conformation
. . . the permanent point
dipole-solvent polarization
interaction is not the
determining factor for
stabilizing a particular dipeptide
conformation over the others.

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
IR and VCD spectra

[the simulation and experimental spectra] are broad and featureless so that
comparisons of simulated IR spectra with experiment do not provide critical
information on which force field calculationsis better than the others.

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
IR and VCD spectra

[The VCD xperimental result] shows the negative and positive peaks from lowto high-frequency region. This indicates that the dipeptide structure ressembles
the PII conformation. This negative-positive feature is well reproduced by the
PM3/MM MD result and the classical MD result with the AMBER/TIP4P
force field.

Kwac et al. J. Chem. Phys. 2008, 128, 105106
Some conclusions by the authors. . .
â One can conclude that the water model is critical in not only
properly determining the dipeptide structure but also correctly
simulating the vibrational spectra.
â we reached a conclusion that the dipeptide solution structure is close
to PII and only those force fields and simulation methods that
predict large population of PII are acceptable and reproduce
experimental VCD spectrum correctly.
â PM3/MM MD method [compared to AM1/MM] is in better
agreement with experiment.
â the QM/MM MD simulation [. . . ] will be of useful techniques for
simulating various linear and nonlinear vibrational spectra in the
future, but which QM method is chosen critically determines the
dipeptide structure.

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948

â Purpose: test full MM and QM/MM simulations with different
semiempirical QM methods
â System: alanine dipeptide (Ace-Ala-Nme) in water
â How: molecular dynamics + trajectory analysis
+ free energy surface in the (φ , ψ) dihedral angle space
+ 3 J(HN ,Hα ) NMR dipolar coupling constants
+ basin populations
+ peptide-water radial distribution functions

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948
Methodology
â 1 alanine dipeptide + 929 TIP3P water molecules
â SE QM: MNDO, AM1, PM3, RM1, PM3/PDDG, MNDO/PDDG +
SCC-DFTB (Second-order Self-Consistent-Charge Density
Functional Tight Binding)
â MM: Amber force fields (ff94, ff99, ff99SB, ff03)
â Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics for conformational samplings
(32 replicas)
â Dipolar coupling constants obtained from the Karplus relation:
3

J(HN , Hα ) = a cos2 (φ − 60o ) + b cos(φ − 60o ) + c

â Free energy profiles obtained by calculating the (normalized)
probability P of finding the alanine dipeptide in a conformation at a
particular region (∆G = −RT ln(P))

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948
Some experimental results from bibliography
â PII basin is the most populated one
â α-region sampling become significant only for larger peptides
â PII basin population between 60-76%

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948

Seabra et al. J. Phys. Chem. A 2009, 113, 11938–11948
â 3 J(HN , Hα ) coupling constant alone is
incapable of fully distinguishing
between basins
â The results from the QM methods vary
just as much as for the different MM
force fields
â with the exception of RM1, most QM
methods lead to grossly overestimated
dipolar coupling constants
â Why is it so difficult to reproduce free
energies correctly for alanine dipeptide:
+ from exp. data, the free energy of the
PII basin should lie only about
0.24–0.67 kcal/mol below other
minima.

Jono et al. J. Comput. Chem. 2010, 31, 1168–1175
â Can QM/MM with ab initio QM do better than semiempirical on
alanine dipeptide in water?
+ alanine dipeptide immersed in a sphere of 410 TIP3P water
molecules
+ QM = HF/3-21G
â Conformational sampling with multicanonical Molecular Dynamics

Jono et al. J. Comput. Chem. 2010, 31, 1168–1175

Some conclusions on alanine dipeptide simulations
â QM/MM simulations can correctly model the effect of explicit
solvent molecules onto the structure of a QM system
â QM/MM simulations are as good (or as bad!) as MM simulations
â choice of the QM method is of course crucial
â choice of the MM method is also crucial and should be taken care of
â Charge embedding (= QM wavefunction polarization by the MM
atomic charges) is essential
â the parameters and equations related to the QM/MM interactions
(electrostatic and nonelectrostatic) need special attention

When solvent molecules must be included in the QM part
â The effect of solvent molecules must sometimes be included in the
QM part
+ when one or many solvent molecules react with the QM solute
+ when solvent molecules strongly bind to the QM solute
This is the case for solvated ions:
1. first shell solvent molecules must be included in the QM region to
properly describe the electronic structure of the solute ion
2. dynamical behavior of the solvent close to the solute must be
conserved (solvent molecule exchange between the first solvation
shells and the bulk)

+ Works from B. M. Rode et Coll. on Coordination and ligand
exchange dynamics of solvated metal ions
B. M. Rode et al. Coord. Chem. Rev. 2005, 249, 2993–3006
Kerdcharoen et al. Chem. Phys. 1996, 211, 313–323

Kerdcharoen et al. Chem. Phys. 1996, 211, 313–323
â “Hot Spot” molecular dynamics method
QM treatment is undertaken to full extent for a selected, chemically
relevant spatial region, called “Hot Spot”, leaving the rest of the
system being treated by classical method.
For a solvated ion, the “Hot Spot” represents a sphere in space
containing the complete first solvation shell.
E = hΨin |H|Ψin i + Eout−out + Ein−out
first term: ab initio interactions between the particles inside the “Hot Spot”
second term: interactions between bulk particles
third term: interactions between the particles inside and outside the “Hot Spot”
Both latter terms are computed from classical pair potentials
(no electrostatic embedding?)

Kerdcharoen et al. Chem. Phys. 1996, 211, 313–323
dynamical exchange of solvent molecules
â Quantum mechanical and pair-potential forces are assigned to the
solvent particles by the equation
fi = Sm (ri )fQM + (1 − Sm (ri ))fPP
fQM QM forces
fPP pair-potential forces
ri distance of center of mass of solvent molecule i from
the center of the spherical “Hot Spot”
Sm (ri ) a smoothing function


 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 for r ≤ r1
(r0 −r ) (r0 +2r −3r1 )
for r1 < r ≤ r0
Sm (r ) =
(r02 −r12 )3


0
for r > r0

Kerdcharoen et al. Chem. Phys. 1996, 211, 313–323
Li+ in liquid ammonia
â 1 Li+ + 215 NH3 molecules in a box of length 20.66 Å
(experimental density)
â NVT, 235 K, dt=0.2 fs
â “Hot Spot” spherical radius = 8 Å (+ includes first solvation shell)
â Sm + r0 = 4.0 Å and r1 = 3.8 Å
â QM: HF/DZV+P or MNDO

Rode et al. Coord. Chem. Rev. 2005, 249, 2993–3006
A review
â 1 ion + 499 solvent molecules
â QM region: first (+ second) solvation shell(s)
r 0 − r 1 = 0.2 Å
â NVT simulations, dt = 0.2 fs
â MM: pair and 3-body potential functions derived from ab initio
calculations
â QM: double basis sets plus polarization functions, with effective core
potentials (ECP) for heavy atoms
â trajectory analysis:
3 radial and angular distribution functions
3 coordination number distributions
3 exchange rates and mean residence times

Rode et al. Coord. Chem. Rev. 2005, 249, 2993–3006

Rode et al. Coord. Chem. Rev. 2005, 249, 2993–3006

Kerdcharoen and Morokuma CPL 2002, 355, 257–262
ONIOM-XS: an extension of the ONIOM method for molecular simulation in
condensed phase
â exchange of solvent molecules in the ONIOM framework
â Comments from the authors on B. M. Rode works:
By employing a switching function, force on an exchanging particle
can be smoothed when it changes from QM to MM region or vice
versa. However, addition or deletion of a particle in the QM region
due to the solvent exchange also effect forces on the remaining QM
particles and this problem was not tackled in the previous works. In
addition to the abovementioned disadvantage, the original scheme
also suffers from the lack of clearly defining appropriate energy
expression. Therefore, energy of the integrated system cannot be
described during the exchange of particles.

Kerdcharoen and Morokuma CPL 2002, 355, 257–262
A double ONIOM scheme

Kerdcharoen and Morokuma CPL 2002, 355, 257–262
A double ONIOM scheme
N particles in the system:
n1 in the QM zone;
l in the switching shell;
n2 in the MM
+ N = n1 + l + n2
E ONIOM−XS (rl )

=

(1 − s̄({rl })).E ONIOM (n1 + l; N)
+s̄({rl }).E ONIOM (n1 ; N)

E ONIOM (n1 + l; N)
E ONIOM (n1 ; N)

= E QM (n1 + l) − E MM (n1 + l) + E MM (N)
= E QM (n1 )

− E MM (n1 )

+ E MM (N)

Kerdcharoen and Morokuma CPL 2002, 355, 257–262
A double ONIOM scheme
The switching function s̄({rl }) is an average over a set of switching
functions for individual particle in the switching shell si (xi )
s̄({rl }) =
with

1 l
si (xi )
l i∑
=1

1
1
15
1
1
si (xi ) = 6(xi − )5 − 5(xi − )3 + (xi − ) +
2
2
8
2
2

and
xi =

ri − r0
r1 − r0

where ri is the distance between the center of mass of the exchanging
particle and the center of the QM sphere.

Kerdcharoen and Morokuma CPL 2002, 355, 257–262

Dynamical solvent exchange in QM/MM methods: some
conclusions
â A special treatment is needed to account for solvent exchange in the
first solvation shells at the QM level
â Kerdcharoen and Rode’s proposal: 1 QM calculation/step
â Kerdcharoen and Morokuma’s proposal: 2 QM calculations/step
â A new proposal in 2009 by Bulo et al. (JCTC 2009, 5, 2212–2221):
up to 4 QM calculations/step to obtain energy conservation (“true”
NVE simulations)

Strnad et al. J. Chem. Phys. 1997, 106, 3643–3656
Modeling reactivity in QM/MM simulations
â QM/MM simulation: solute + solvent + (too) many degrees of
freedom
+ How to locate transition states?
â The usual mathematical definition of a TS (extremum of the energy
with one and only one negative eigenvalue for the hessian) is not
useful anymore
â Sampling of the free energy surface is mandatory
â Problem: transition state crossing is a rare event

Strnad et al. J. Chem. Phys. 1997, 106, 3643–3656
Rare event technique (or how to model reactive trajectories)
1. Define an adequate TS sructure and for such a structure define the
pseudo-normal mode of vibration corresponding to the reaction
coordinate
2. Perform NVT molecular dynamics simulations for the TS-structure
in solution with a frozen reaction coordinate
3. From theses simulations, select a set of independent configurations
for the whole system
4. For each initial configuration, define a set of random velocities for
the system using a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the requested
temperature
5. Integrate the equations of motion forward and backward in time
until the chemical system reaches the reactants or the products.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 for all the initial configurations so that a
statistically representative sample of reactive trajectories is obtained
and average properties can be computed

Strnad et al. J. Chem. Phys. 1997, 106, 3643–3656
A test case: first reaction step of bromination of ethylene in water
â ethylene bromination in water: a two step process
â the first rate-limiting step is essentially a charge separation process

charge transfer complex formation
â TS in gas phase: Cs structure;

two possible TS forms
TS in liquid water: C2v structure

Strnad et al. J. Chem. Phys. 1997, 106, 3643–3656
A test case: first reaction step of bromination of ethylene in water
â System: ethylene + Br2 + 300 TIP3P water molecules
(cubic box of 20.8 Å length)
â QM: DFT from deMon program (LSD+VWN and BP functionals)
â Initial TS structure: located using Nancy Multipole Expansion
continuum model (no explicit water molecule)
â 70 ps NVT equilibration with constrained TS structure
â 140 trajectories:
3 66% are non-reactive
3 34% are reactive
3 15% of the reactive trajectories present barrier recrossings

Strnad et al. J. Chem. Phys. 1997, 106, 3643–3656

Chalmet et al. JPCA 2001, 105, 11574–11581
â Computer simulation of amide bond formation in aqueous solution
â DFT/MM simulations with rare event techniques
â if you reverse time:
Computer simulation of formamide hydrolysis in aqueous solution
â System: NH3 + HCOOH + 215 TIP3P water molecules
(cubic box of 18.8Å length)
â 29% reactive trajectories

Where’s my proton?
â The proton affinity of a molecule can differ greatly whether it is
measured in gas phase, in water, on in an hydrophobic media
â For example, the ionizable properties of an amino acid are different
3 in gas phase
3 in water
3 buried in an enzyme (where solvent is not accessible)

â Classical force field usually models ionizable residue only in their
standard state: their protonation state at pH=7
â However, depending on the simulation pH but also on the
environnement, the ionizable state of an amino acid can vary greatly
â It is therefore of great importance, when modeling biological systems
like peptides or proteins, to analyze the protonation states of the
system

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 201114
Simulation of amino acid diffusion accross water/hydrophobic interfaces
â Simulation of the diffusion of glycine (Gly) across a water/CCl4
interface.
H3 NCH2 COO−
(water )
↓↑
+
H3 NCH2 COO−
(CCl4 )

+

 H2 NCH2 COOH(water )
↓↑
 H2 NCH2 COOH(CCl4 )

â Gly exists mainly as a zwitterion in water, whereas only neutral
tautomers are stable in hydrophobic media

14 Martins-Costa,

11579–11582

M. T. C.; Ruiz-Lopez, M. F. Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2011, 13,

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 2011
QM/MM Computational methodology
â Gly is described by QM level: B3LYP/6-31G*
â Water: 1000 molecules; CCl4 : 220 molecules
â box size: 24 Å x 24Å x 114 Å

â Simulations start with equilibrated Gly in bulk water or in the
organic phase
â A bias harmonic potential is used to gradually push the solute into
the opposite phase (each window is 5 to 25 ps)

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 2011

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 2011

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 2011

Martins-Costa & Ruiz-López PCCP, 2011
â QM/MM simulations are capable of simulating the proton transfer
that can occur at a water/hydrophobic media interface
â Here, the thickness of the boundary between water and CCl4 is
estimated at 1 nm
â At the interface, water molecules can enter the CCl4 medium to
solvate zwiterionic or neutral forms of glycine

Li et al. J. Phys. Chem. B, 106, 348615
â How to evaluate the pKa of an ionizable residue in a protein?
â System: Turkey ovomucoid third domain
â experimental pKa’s are known for some ionizable residues
â Idea: residue/protein/water = QM/MM/Continuum

15 Li,

H.; Hains, A. W.; Everts, J. E.; Robertson, A. D.; Jensen, J. H. J. Phys.
Chem.B 2002, 106, 3486–3494

Li et al. J. Phys. Chem. B, 106, 3486
â Benchmark: pKa of small residues in solution

Li et al. J. Phys. Chem. B, 106, 3486
â Application: pKa of small residues in the protein

The acylation step in β -lactamases (1)
Class A β -lactamases are enzymes that induce bacteria resistance
through the degradation of β -lactam derived antibiotics in two
consecutive steps: acylation and deacylation.
HNOCR

HNOCR
S

S

BH+

+

B

+

N

O

O

N

Ser

O

H

COOH

O

H

COOH

Ser70

Active site: S70, S130, K73, K234, E166
While Glu166 is unambiguously recognised as the general base in the
deacylation, there has been much controversy on whether Lys73 or
Glu166 acts as a general base to activate Ser70 in the acylation.

The acylation step in β -lactamases (2)

The acylation step in β -lactamases (3)
Two mechanisms in competition

K73 as the general base

E166 as the general base

The acylation step in β -lactamases (4)
Pitarch, J.; Pascual-Ahuir, J.; Silla, E.; Tunon, I. J. Chem. Soc., Perkin
Trans. 2000, 4, 761–767

Lys73 is the general base (starting from neutral Lys73);
AM1/CHARMM: ∆E ‡ = 18 kcal/mol

The acylation step in β -lactamases (5)
Hermann, J.; Ridder, L.; Mulholland, A.; Holtje, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2003, 125, 9590–9591

Glu166 as the general base (starting from ionic Lys73);
AM1/CHARMM: ∆E ‡ = 26 kcal/mol

The acylation step in β -lactamases (6)
Hermann, J. C.; Hensen, C.; Ridder, L.; Mulholland, A. J.; Holtje, H. D. J.
Am. Chem. Soc. 2005, 127, 4454–4465

Glu166 as the general base (starting from ionic Lys73);
B3LYP/6-31+G(d)/CHARMM//AM1/CHARMM: ∆E ‡ = 9 kcal/mol

The acylation step in β -lactamases (7)
Meroueh, S.; Fisher, J.; Schlegel, H.; Mobashery, S. J. Am. Chem. Soc.
2005, 127, 15397–15407

Lys73 transfers it proton to Glu166, then acts as the general base!
Glu166 as the general base is a competiting pathway
ONIOM:MP2/6-31+G(d)/AMBER: ∆E ‡ = 22 kcal/mol

The acylation step in β -lactamases (8)
Hermann, J. C.; Pradon, J.; Harvey, J. N.; Mulholland, A. J. J. Phys. Chem.
A 2009, 113, 11984–11994

Glu166 as the general base (no Lys73 in the model);
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d)/CHARMM: ∆E ‡ = 3 − 12 kcal/mol

QM/MM applications: selected reviews
â Solvent effects on organic reactions from QM/MM simulations
Avecedo, O.; Jorgensen, W. L.; Elsevier B. V., 2006;
Vol. 2 of Ann. Rep. Comput. Chem.;
chapter 14
â Chemical accuracy in QM/MM calculations on enzyme-catalysed
reactions
Mulholland, A. J. Chem. Cent. J. 2007, 1, 19–23
â Development and application of ab initio QM/MM methods for
mechanistic simulation of reactions in solution and in enzymes
Hu, H.; Yang, W. J. Mol. Struct. (THEOCHEM) 2009, 898, 17–30
â Advances in Quantum and Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM)
Simulations for Organic and Enzymatic Reactions
Avecedo, O.; Jorgensen, W. L. Acc. Chem. Res. 2010, 43, 142–151
â Investigations of enzyme-catalysed reactions with combined
quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods
Ranaghan, K. E.; Mulholland, A. J. Int. Rev. Phys. Chem. 2010, 29,
65–133

